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Unlike regular season hunting, where anyone can buy tags over the counter, control hunting is a limited entry hunt that should be applied in advance for the opportunity to draw tags on ODFW's controlled hunting drawings. Most of Oregon's deer and elk hunts are limited items – all with forked antelope, big horn sheep
and Rocky Mountain goat hunting. How does controlled hunting work? Deer, elk, pronghorn, spring bear hunting (excluding premium hunts), most tags (75%) Awarded to first-choice applicants with the most preferred points. The remaining 25% is randomly awarded among all first-choice applicants, so everyone who
applies always has a chance to draw a first-choice hunt. If the tag remains after all first-choice candidates succeed, the remaining tags are randomly distributed between all second-choice candidates, and if the tag remains, the tag is distributed through the fifth-choice candidate. The preferred points are not considered in
selecting two or five applications. In the case of big horn sheep, Rocky Mountain Goats, premium hunting, there are no preferred points, and all tags are awarded based on a random lottery. Control hunting is divided into a species-based hunt series, then divided into hunting numbers based on the next location. Hunters
can apply for one hunting number each year as their first choice in each hunting series. Hunt Series: 100 – Buck Deer 200 – Elk 400 – Prohorn Nutrition 500 – Bighorn Sheep 600 – Antlers Deer 700 – Spring Black Bear 900 – Rocky Mountain Goat L – Premium Deer M – Premium Elk N – Premium Pronghorn Nutrition
Preference Point Description You Can Get Your First Choice Hunt Every Year, You Can Get Your First Choice Hunt. When you draw the first selection hunt, the default set point resets to zero whether you actually purchased the tag. One exception to this is that when pioneer licenseholders successfully draw the first
choice hunt, the points are reset to non-zero. The default set point is tracked by ODFW ID# and remains until the first selection hunt for the series is successfully drawn. If you can't hunt this year or choose to hunt in the regular season, apply for a Point Saver to gain your preferences and increase your odds over the next
few years. You must have a hunting license. If you do not pass the lottery, you can also apply for a Point Saver for each Hunt Series from July 1 to November 30. The Point Saver hunting number always ends with 99 (i.e. when applying for buck deer point saver, hunting number 199, elk point saver 299). If you apply for a
Point Saver, you cannot apply for a different hunting option within the same class (for example, a second choice hunting selection is not allowed). Children 9 years of age and older can apply for a Point Saver. Security number and valid youth license. Teens who apply for a Point Saver will not be able to apply for the
youth tag for the first time in the same series in the same year. How do I apply for controlled hunting? Step 1: Choose hunting. Control hunting is broken down by species and location. All hunts are listed by the hunting series on the hunting table, and each hunt has its own hunting number. You can choose up to five hunt
choices per series (1st, 2nd, 3rd selection, etc.). Most tags run after the first selection drawing. First-choice hunting is the most important because the preferred points and 25% pool only apply to the first choice hunt. You can get an idea of the odds of drawing a hunt to see the number of tags and the large game
regulations where you can see the number of first-choice applicants from the previous year. Tag numbers and applicants can change from year to year, but they can't generally change in a huge amount. Step 2: Decide whether to apply as an individual or a party. Many hunters decide to join with family and friends and
apply for a hunt for a party. In other words, not everyone in the party will draw a tag or anyone will draw a tag. If the non-resident maximum reaches any hunt, the party will not be split. All or partly configured parties of non-residents may not receive tags in the hunt after reaching the maximum non-resident maximum.
When applying as a party, all applicants are required to purchase a separate application, and the average value of the following group, combined with individual affinity points (the average above .51 is rounded up and below averages are rounded). You must indicate your support as a party member or a representative of
your party. The party leadership must apply in front of the party members. Party members must include the ODFW ID# of the party leader in the application, and the choice of party leader shall apply to the entire group. There are no party apps for big horn sheep, Rocky Mountain goats or premium hunting. Step 3: Get a
hunting license. You must purchase an annual hunting license before you can apply. You can buy a hunting license at the same time you apply for control hunting. You can apply at the ODFW office to purchase licenses and sell licenses online, license sales agents, and licenses. Step 4: Fill out the application form, apply
for a spring bear by February 10, and apply to all other big game species by May 15. After completing the steps 1-3 above, you're ready to apply for the tag! Get the application right - A simple mistake can derail your chances of drawing tags. Triple your hunting number (and party leader's number if you're applying with
someone else) to make sure it's correct. If you are applying to a licensed sales agent, please check your application form and get a receipt showing your hunting choices before you leave the store. Please keep your application. If you choose to apply online Check your device, a controlled hunting app from your online
account, to make sure it's correct. You can correct the error by June 1. Controlled hunting applications that need to be changed can be performed by customers' online accounts by June 1. Customers can make as many changes as they want at no additional cost. If you choose to move to an ODFW office or licensing
agent, you will be charged a $2.00 processing fee for each change of controlled hunting application. Step 5: Wait for the drawing results. Results (success or failure) will be available until February 20 (Spring Black Bear) and June 20 (Big Game). visit the MyODFW.com My Hunter Information page or call Control Hunt
503-947-6102 or 1-800-708-1782 (Oregon only) to see the results of the draw. Step 6: After the draw. But don't forget to claim the tag before the first hunting period begins. If you've purchased a sports pack, you'll still need to select a tag for a specific hunt. If you haven't done your first selection, you now have a
preference for a hunt series for next year's draw. Points are affiliated with the hunt series, not a specific hunting number, so even if you change your mind and choose another hunt next year, the points go with you. Hunters can decide whether to buy tags for hunting choices, but their preference swells when the first
selection hunt is drawn. If you haven't tagged, check out your regular season opportunities. Step 7: Report the results. Don't forget to report the results of your hunt! For more information, see Licensing requirements. The remaining control tags have very few tags and are typically sold out within a few minutes. The
remaining spring bear tags are on sale march 15 at 10:00 AM PST. From 2019, the remaining tags will only be sold online. For more information, see: MyODFW.com cancelled hunting it is rare, but hunting is sometimes cancelled in response to unexpected events such as winter murders or disease outbreaks.
Information on cancelled hunting is available until April 15. By April 15, all applicants who have applied for a cancelled hunt will be sent an email, stating that the supported hunt has been cancelled and detailing the options. If ODFW does not receive a response from the applicant, the second hunting choice is the first
choice. If the hunter succeeds in the draw, the preferred points will not be awarded, and the existing preferred points will return to zero. If it fails, the applicant will receive a preference point. Up to 3% of tags for non-resident volunteers pronghorn nutrition and controlled black bear hunting, up to 5% of controlled deer and
controlled elk hunting tags issued to non-residents. More than 10% of the amount of sheep and rocky mountain goat tags are issued to non-residents. Non-resident applications do not receive preferences other than the existing preference points in the drawing, so they can be issued less than the maximum percentage.
The Guide and Outfitters program affects the number of non-resident tags available in the drawing. Guides and Outfitters offer guides and outfitters the opportunity to sell non-resident tags to guides and outfitters, a guide established by the Oregon State Legislature in 1997. Half of the non-resident tags drawn from the
previous year are available through this program. A guide certified by the Oregon State Maritime Commission submitted an application and competed for the right to market these tags. Tags that are not sold to the guide until April 15 will be available in the big game draw of the year. Information about the Guide and
Outfitters can be obtained from the Oregon State Maritime Commission in Salem, 503-378-2633. Additional control hunting information MyODFW.com to learn more about how the drawing works, or to check the default settingpoint or success on a lottery visit. You can also call 503-947-6102 or 1-800-708-1782 (Oregon)
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